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Energy Consumption in MANETs

Mobility-Aided Networks
 Traditionally, the mobility of nodes in a mobile ad hoc network
(MANET) is presumed to be beyond the control of any network
protocol
 Mobility-aided network utilize the presence of special relay
nodes with controllable mobility to improve the performance of
the MANETs
 We consider a heterogeneous network consisting of
¾ Traditional MANET nodes – Energy Constrained
¾ Relay nodes with controllable mobility – Energy rich
¾ The goal of our research is to position and move such relay
nodes in order to improve the energy efficiency across the
traditional nodes

Relay Node Deployment Strategies
Relay Node Dynamics
(1) Service Set Computation
 Identify the subset of nodes

to service for the duration of
an epoch
 Every relay node computes
its service set in a distributed
fashion

(2) Relay Node Positioning
 Compute the optimal position

of the relay node based on
the service set
 Move the relay node based
on the predicted positions of
the nodes in its service set

Illustrative Example

Mobility Epochs

Notations

 Let the service set be

S j :{Pi = ( xi , yi , λi ) | i = 1,… , K j }

 The operation of the relay node is
modeled using mobility epochs

where

 Epochs are of a fixed time duration

 ( xi , yi ) : represents the position
coordinates of the source node
corresponding to a flow fi

 The set of flows in the network
does not change during the course
of an epoch



 The mobility of the nodes is
predictable during the course of an
epoch. Nodes are NOT assumed to
be static during an epoch

λi : represents the corresponding
flow rate

Strategy1: Minimize Total Energy Consumed

Strategy2: Minimize the Maximum Energy Consumed

Position the relay node so as to minimize the total energy
consumed across all the nodes in its service.
 The optimal position of the relay node is the weighted
Euclidean center of the points Pi

Position the relay node so as to minimize the maximum energy
consumed across all the nodes in its service set
 The optimal position of the relay node is the solution to the
weighted 1-Euclidean center problem with Si as the input set

Algorithm for Min-Total Positioning

Algorithm for Min-Max Positioning

Mobility Prediction
 The relay node computes its optimal
position at different time instants
during the course of an epoch based
on the predicted locations of the
source nodes
 The framework currently utilizes two
mobility prediction schemes
 Linear Prediction Model
 First Order Autoregressive Model

Simulation Results

Ongoing Research
 Modify the objective function
¾ Minimize Energy Consumption
¾ Maximize Connectivity
 Incorporate contextual prioritization
¾ Identify set of nodes which are
critical to the underlying mission

Results with varying number of relay nodes
*

Results with varying epoch duration
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